1. Bent Yashima Miniatures Before Hot Water Treatment.

3. Microwave Water until boiling for 2-3 minutes

5. Dip Mini into hot Mug using tongs.

7. Nudge bent areas until straight. Redip if necessary.

2. Corrected Miniatures, After Hot Water Treatment.


8. Viola, Rosamu’s Bent Staff is now straight and True!

10. Time to Temper it (Note: Use Tongs so you don’t get burned)

11. Reforged Sword! Only took 30 second dip, One handed!

12. The mini usually reverts to it’s molded state when reheated.

13. Drunk Akiko? Stand Straight dang it!

14. Time for a bath.

15. Whoops! Dropped her. Used tongs to retrieve.

16. Sobered up Akiko, standing tall!